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IHRE REISE

Expedition Antarktische Halbinsel
mit Antarctic Sund

Reisetermin

05�03�2026 - 15�03�2026

Reisedauer

11 Tage

Reederei � Schi�

Silver Endeavour � Silversea

Classic Veranda Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

12�950
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

19�425
pro Person

Superior Veranda

Doppelbelegung

 

14�450
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

21�675
pro Person

Deluxe Veranda

Doppelbelegung

 

15�250
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

22�875
pro Person
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Premium Veranda

Doppelbelegung

 

15�750
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

23�625
pro Person

Silver Endeavour Silver Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

25�800
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

51�600
pro Person

Silver Endeavour Signature Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

36�000
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

72�000
pro Person

Silver Endeavour Master Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

40�600
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

81�200
pro Person
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Silver Endeavour Grand Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

46�100
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

92�200
pro Person

Silver Endeavour Owner’s Suite

Doppelbelegung

 

60�600
pro Person

Einzelbelegung

 

121�200
pro Person

Routenkarte

Tag 1

Puerto Williams
Do�, 5� März
Abfahrt 21:00

Puerto Williams is a Chilean city located on Navarino Island on the southern shores of the Beagle Channel� It claims to be the
“southernmost city in the world”, however owing to its small size – 2500 residents approximately – the much larger Argentinean city
of Ushuaia, which sits on the northern side of the same channel, also claims that title� The surrounding scenery is magni�cent� The
wild windswept mountains rise above the tree line and are regularly dusted with snow� The city itself has the dramatic backdrop called
“Dientes de Navarino” �literally “teeth of Navarino”�, which rival the famous Torres del Paine further to the north� The area was
originally used by the Yaghan people, hunter-gatherers who despite enduring the harsh regional climate, could not weather the arrival
of Europeans� The current city was established as a naval base in 1953 and honours the British-Chilean naval commander John
Williams Wilson of the 16th century� Initially it served to protect territorial possessions and �shing rights of the area, as well as
o�ering logistical support to Antarctic bases� More recently it has become a departure point for scienti�c and tourism trips to the
Antarctic region� In contrast to the bustle and tra�c of a very commercial Ushuaia, Puerto Williams o�ers a quieter, more relaxed
experience� It charms the visitor with a small village feel, complete with rustic buildings and the homely smell of drifting wood smoke�
A haven of peace at the end of the world�
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Tag 2

Drake Passage
Fr�, 6� März
Abfahrt 21:00

Sailing the legendary Drake Passage is an experience that few are ever lucky enough to experience� The southern tip of the Americas
already feels like a wild enough environment – but the sensation of watching the distant cli�s of the peninsular known as the ‘End of
the World’ fade into the horizon, is one that’s equal parts epic, eerie and magical� Set sail, to slowly drop o� the bottom of the map
from Cape Horn, and voyage on an expedition down into the icy underworld of Antarctica� Drake Passage is an extraordinary voyage
of romantic ocean faring legend, as you aim for Antarctica’s icy realm� On arrival, skyscraper sized icebergs salute you, as you traverse
the waters of this continent where snow and ice dwelling creatures like penguins and whales roam undisturbed� Your �rst sight of this
most-unexplored place will most likely be the South Shetland Islands� Walk in the footsteps of some of history’s greatest and bravest
explorers as you explore famed, snow-covered landmasses like Elephant and Deception Island� If the journey across Drake Passage
sounds daunting, don’t worry – even in rough seas you’re never alone, and will often be accompanied on this spine-tingling adventure
by soaring albatrosses and maybe even a protective pod of humpbacks and hourglass dolphins or two� Converging warm and cool
ocean currents attract some spectacular animal life to the passage� 

Tag 3

Drake Passage
Sa�, 7� März
Abfahrt 21:00

Sailing the legendary Drake Passage is an experience that few are ever lucky enough to experience� The southern tip of the Americas
already feels like a wild enough environment – but the sensation of watching the distant cli�s of the peninsular known as the ‘End of
the World’ fade into the horizon, is one that’s equal parts epic, eerie and magical� Set sail, to slowly drop o� the bottom of the map
from Cape Horn, and voyage on an expedition down into the icy underworld of Antarctica� Drake Passage is an extraordinary voyage
of romantic ocean faring legend, as you aim for Antarctica’s icy realm� On arrival, skyscraper sized icebergs salute you, as you traverse
the waters of this continent where snow and ice dwelling creatures like penguins and whales roam undisturbed� Your �rst sight of this
most-unexplored place will most likely be the South Shetland Islands� Walk in the footsteps of some of history’s greatest and bravest
explorers as you explore famed, snow-covered landmasses like Elephant and Deception Island� If the journey across Drake Passage
sounds daunting, don’t worry – even in rough seas you’re never alone, and will often be accompanied on this spine-tingling adventure
by soaring albatrosses and maybe even a protective pod of humpbacks and hourglass dolphins or two� Converging warm and cool
ocean currents attract some spectacular animal life to the passage� 

Tag 4

Antarctic Sound
So�, 8� März
Ankunft 05:30

Few voyages ignite the imagination like a journey down to one of the planet’s most remote extreme and enchanting wilderness
Antarctica� An adventure in its purest form only a handful of people will ever be lucky enough to experience the majestic beauty of
these monochrome landscapes �rst-hand� The Antarctic Sound will be one of your �rst encounters of this whitewash kingdom located
at the northerly tip of the Antarctic Peninsula - which sprawls up like a tentacle towards Tierra del Fuego, South America’s most
southerly point, otherwise known as the ‘End of the World’� Taking its name from the �rst ship to brave the passageway between the
peninsula and the Joinville Island groups back in 1902, the Sound is a raw sensory assault of imposing iceberg slabs broken away from
the disintegrating Larsen Ice Shelf� Come face-to-face with stadium-sized islands of ice and meet the extraordinary birdlife that call
this whitewash kingdom home� Watch on as colonies of Gentoo penguins hop around and cape petrels sweep overhead as the
continent’s unique wildlife thrives around you� If you’re planning your �rst venture into Antarctica you’ll want to brush up on your
photography skills in advance to capture this unforgiving continent in all of its unrestrained glory�
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Tag 5

Antarctic Peninsula
Mo�, 9� März
Ankunft 05:30

The Antarctic Peninsula unravels upwards towards South America reaching out a beckoning �nger to the adventurous who dare to
explore this untamed realm� Stretching up from the heart of the world’s southernmost continent the Antarctic Peninsula lies a mere
620 mile from Tierra del Fuego and for many o�ers a spectacular �rst taste of the snow-blanketed landscapes and colossal ice
sculptures which make up Earth’s least-explored continent� Unseen by humans until 1820 - a blink of an eye ago in relative terms -
this is an adventure sure to make your hairs stand on end as you experience the thrill of the truly unknown and extraordinary� The
vast peninsula is sprinkled with research bases which are at the frontline of human scienti�c endeavour pushing to study and
understand this unique landscape, its exceptional wildlife and the impact that humans are having on this pristine continent� Witness
cathedral-sized icebergs up close and blue-hued glaciers slowly slipping from imposing locations�

Tag 6

Antarctic Peninsula
Di�, 10� März
Ankunft 05:30

The Antarctic Peninsula unravels upwards towards South America reaching out a beckoning �nger to the adventurous who dare to
explore this untamed realm� Stretching up from the heart of the world’s southernmost continent the Antarctic Peninsula lies a mere
620 mile from Tierra del Fuego and for many o�ers a spectacular �rst taste of the snow-blanketed landscapes and colossal ice
sculptures which make up Earth’s least-explored continent� Unseen by humans until 1820 - a blink of an eye ago in relative terms -
this is an adventure sure to make your hairs stand on end as you experience the thrill of the truly unknown and extraordinary� The
vast peninsula is sprinkled with research bases which are at the frontline of human scienti�c endeavour pushing to study and
understand this unique landscape, its exceptional wildlife and the impact that humans are having on this pristine continent� Witness
cathedral-sized icebergs up close and blue-hued glaciers slowly slipping from imposing locations�

Tag 7

Antarctic Peninsula
Mi�, 11� März
Ankunft 05:30

The Antarctic Peninsula unravels upwards towards South America reaching out a beckoning �nger to the adventurous who dare to
explore this untamed realm� Stretching up from the heart of the world’s southernmost continent the Antarctic Peninsula lies a mere
620 mile from Tierra del Fuego and for many o�ers a spectacular �rst taste of the snow-blanketed landscapes and colossal ice
sculptures which make up Earth’s least-explored continent� Unseen by humans until 1820 - a blink of an eye ago in relative terms -
this is an adventure sure to make your hairs stand on end as you experience the thrill of the truly unknown and extraordinary� The
vast peninsula is sprinkled with research bases which are at the frontline of human scienti�c endeavour pushing to study and
understand this unique landscape, its exceptional wildlife and the impact that humans are having on this pristine continent� Witness
cathedral-sized icebergs up close and blue-hued glaciers slowly slipping from imposing locations�

Tag 8

South Shetland Islands
Do�, 12� März
Abfahrt 18:30

The ice-coated Antarctic Peninsula forms perhaps the most accessible region of mainland Antarctica lying a mere 480-miles away from
South America across the fabled waters of Drakes Passage� Lying close to the northwestern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula separated by
the Brans�eld Strait, the South Shetland Islands fall under the jurisdiction of the Antarctic Treaty, suspending claims on their
sovereignty� Several countries maintain research bases here and with plump elephant seals and crowds of Gentoo, Chinstrap, and
Adelie Penguins also calling the islands home it can even feel a little crowded at times� King George Island is the largest and most
hospitable island hosting the majority of the research stations - some of which are populated all-year-round by tiny hardy crews� Don’t
be fooled though these islands o�er extraordinary adventure in one of the most remote locations on earth� The triple peaks of Mount
Foster tower above the archipelago� Hike the luna landscapes within and even dip into the improbably warm geothermally-heated
waters of Pendulum Cove� Elephant Island meanwhile is written deep into the annals of Antarctic expedition legend as the site where
Ernest Shackleton and the stricken crew of the Endurance miraculously survived a harsh Antarctic winter in 1916�
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Tag 9

Drake Passage
Fr�, 13� März
Abfahrt 18:30

Sailing the legendary Drake Passage is an experience that few are ever lucky enough to experience� The southern tip of the Americas
already feels like a wild enough environment – but the sensation of watching the distant cli�s of the peninsular known as the ‘End of
the World’ fade into the horizon, is one that’s equal parts epic, eerie and magical� Set sail, to slowly drop o� the bottom of the map
from Cape Horn, and voyage on an expedition down into the icy underworld of Antarctica� Drake Passage is an extraordinary voyage
of romantic ocean faring legend, as you aim for Antarctica’s icy realm� On arrival, skyscraper sized icebergs salute you, as you traverse
the waters of this continent where snow and ice dwelling creatures like penguins and whales roam undisturbed� Your �rst sight of this
most-unexplored place will most likely be the South Shetland Islands� Walk in the footsteps of some of history’s greatest and bravest
explorers as you explore famed, snow-covered landmasses like Elephant and Deception Island� If the journey across Drake Passage
sounds daunting, don’t worry – even in rough seas you’re never alone, and will often be accompanied on this spine-tingling adventure
by soaring albatrosses and maybe even a protective pod of humpbacks and hourglass dolphins or two� Converging warm and cool
ocean currents attract some spectacular animal life to the passage� 

Tag 10

Puerto Williams
Sa�, 14� März
Ankunft 22:00

Puerto Williams is a Chilean city located on Navarino Island on the southern shores of the Beagle Channel� It claims to be the
“southernmost city in the world”, however owing to its small size – 2500 residents approximately – the much larger Argentinean city
of Ushuaia, which sits on the northern side of the same channel, also claims that title� The surrounding scenery is magni�cent� The
wild windswept mountains rise above the tree line and are regularly dusted with snow� The city itself has the dramatic backdrop called
“Dientes de Navarino” �literally “teeth of Navarino”�, which rival the famous Torres del Paine further to the north� The area was
originally used by the Yaghan people, hunter-gatherers who despite enduring the harsh regional climate, could not weather the arrival
of Europeans� The current city was established as a naval base in 1953 and honours the British-Chilean naval commander John
Williams Wilson of the 16th century� Initially it served to protect territorial possessions and �shing rights of the area, as well as
o�ering logistical support to Antarctic bases� More recently it has become a departure point for scienti�c and tourism trips to the
Antarctic region� In contrast to the bustle and tra�c of a very commercial Ushuaia, Puerto Williams o�ers a quieter, more relaxed
experience� It charms the visitor with a small village feel, complete with rustic buildings and the homely smell of drifting wood smoke�
A haven of peace at the end of the world�

Tag 11

Puerto Williams
So�, 15� März
Ankunft 22:00

Puerto Williams is a Chilean city located on Navarino Island on the southern shores of the Beagle Channel� It claims to be the
“southernmost city in the world”, however owing to its small size – 2500 residents approximately – the much larger Argentinean city
of Ushuaia, which sits on the northern side of the same channel, also claims that title� The surrounding scenery is magni�cent� The
wild windswept mountains rise above the tree line and are regularly dusted with snow� The city itself has the dramatic backdrop called
“Dientes de Navarino” �literally “teeth of Navarino”�, which rival the famous Torres del Paine further to the north� The area was
originally used by the Yaghan people, hunter-gatherers who despite enduring the harsh regional climate, could not weather the arrival
of Europeans� The current city was established as a naval base in 1953 and honours the British-Chilean naval commander John
Williams Wilson of the 16th century� Initially it served to protect territorial possessions and �shing rights of the area, as well as
o�ering logistical support to Antarctic bases� More recently it has become a departure point for scienti�c and tourism trips to the
Antarctic region� In contrast to the bustle and tra�c of a very commercial Ushuaia, Puerto Williams o�ers a quieter, more relaxed
experience� It charms the visitor with a small village feel, complete with rustic buildings and the homely smell of drifting wood smoke�
A haven of peace at the end of the world�
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Im Preis inbegri�en

1 Hotelübernachtung vor der Kreuzfahrt und 1 Tageshotel nach der Kreuzfahrt, falls erforderlich

Inlands�üge wenn notwendig

Geführte Zodiac-, Land- und Seetouren sowie Aktivitäten unter der Leitung des Expeditions-Teams

Parka

Fachkundige Lektoren und�oder Kreuzfahrtberater

Geräumige Suiten

Persönlicher Butler-Service für alle Suiten

Unbegrenzt kostenloses WiFi

Individueller Service – nahezu ein Crewmitglied pro Gast

Auswahl an Restaurants, abwechslungsreiche Küche, freie Platzwahl

Getränke in der Suite und auf dem gesamten Schi� – Champagner, auserlesene Weine und hochwertige Spirituosen

Essen in der Suite und 24-Stunden Zimmerservice

Gehobene Unterhaltung an Bord

Sämtliche Trinkgelder an Bord

Nicht im Preis inbegri�en

internationale Flüge �können auf Wunsch hinzugebucht werden�

Transfers

Reiseversicherungen

Visa- oder Passgebühren �falls erforderlich�

persönliche Ausgaben �Einkäufe, optionale Aus�üge�

sonstige im Programm nicht genannte Leistungen
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Ihr Schiff

Ihr Schi� ist die "Silver Endeavour"� Ausführlich stellen wir Ihnen dieses Schi� auf
unseren Schi�seiten vor� Ausführliche Informationen zu diesem Schi��

Passagiere

220

Bordsprachen Eisklasse

PC6

Special

All-Inclusive



https://www.eisexpeditionen.de/schiffe/silver-endeavour
https://www.eisexpeditionen.de/img/containers/digital_ocean_spaces/schiffe/silver-endeavour/silver-endeavoursilverendeavourgrandsuite0309-aspect-ratio-295-295.jpg/0a0c47f23e410488b62b30dba6a43630.jpg
https://www.eisexpeditionen.de/img/containers/digital_ocean_spaces/schiffe/silver-endeavour/silver-endeavoursilverendeavourownersuitebalcony0515-aspect-ratio-295-143.jpg/cb46f7b0f081ea8ccf611f2f961697f9.jpg
https://www.eisexpeditionen.de/img/containers/digital_ocean_spaces/schiffe/silver-endeavour/silver-endeavourap0i9774-aspect-ratio-600-220.jpg/8eccb9e8751834756bb087438dc6316d.jpg
https://www.eisexpeditionen.de/img/containers/digital_ocean_spaces/schiffe/silver-endeavour/silver-endeavoursilverendeavourverandasuitese0458-aspect-ratio-447-450.jpg/0fa6201f540315cacd10aec1221385be.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k97WZK9cRSw?iframe=true

